In this paper, a sliding mode reconfigurable control algorithm is developed to deal with nonlinear aircraft system with partial loss or total loss of actuator faults. Sliding mode controllers for redundant actuators are combined with those for regular actuators to reconfigure the control system autonomously with the information of effectiveness of the regular actuators. The effectiveness of the developed algorithm has been simulated and validated on longitudinal control of Boeing 747.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is an important issue to keep safety in aircraft system. When faults occur in the actuators of aircraft system, mostly the normal controller can not accommodate these faults. Failing to accommodate the actuator faults online leads to catastrophe. In this situation, the controller must be reconfigured.
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Sliding mode control (SMC) method has been one of the strategies to accommodate actuator faults because of its capability of suppressing uncertainties of the controlled system. 1, 8 Considered the actuator partial loss fault as one kind of uncertainty in control input distribution, Shtessel 8 designed a continuous sliding mode algorithm to accommodate partial loss actuator fault. This is a robust control method and can only deal with those faults that can be modeled as uncertainties, e.g., partial loss in the actuators. Alwi 1 developed a sliding mode control method to deal with partial loss and stuck fault in actuator system of aircraft on linear system model. This is a controller that can only work around the trim points of the aircraft. The redundant actuators are stimulated with a new controller to accommodate the stuck actuator faults. This is a one-way method, i.e., if the faults release or the trigger is a fake one, the control can not go back to the original one.
In this paper a sliding mode control is developed to accommodate partial loss fault and total failure without redesigning the controller. The control is reconfigured autonomously. Fault information (effectiveness of certain actuator) is needed in the development of the controller. This information can be got from online fault detection and identification (FDI) or certain sensors installed on actuators.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formulats the problem this paper will deal with. The general sliding mode dynamic inversion control algorithm is summarized in Section III. In Section IV a sliding mode reconfigurable control is derived for affine nonlinear systems using Lyapunov method. Section V introduces the nonlinear longitudinal model of Boeing 747. In Section VI the simulation results on the nonlinear longitudinal model of Boeing 747 are given. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A general mathematical flight dynamics model of a rigid aircraft with control redundancy can be formulated as: where x ∈ R 9 is the vector of states of the aircraft system: 
Assumption 1 It is assumed that the internal dynamics at the choice of output y are stable.
This is the minimum phase assumption for dynamic inversion. 9 For aircraft system, the choice of control variables is related with handling quality specifications, which means this assumption should be always hold.
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III. SLIDING MODE DYNAMIC INVERSION CONTROL
In this section we briefly summarize the sliding mode dynamic inversion control. Consider affine nonlinear system:
where
. Assuming the system Eq. (3) is completely linearizable in a reasonable domain x ∈ Γ. The nonlinear system Eq. (3) can be transformed into companion form
III.A. Design of Sliding Mode Dynamic Inversion Control
Define switching surface as:
y di (t) is the output reference profile,
are design coefficients chosen to provide desired sliding mode dynamics:
The dynamics of the system in s-subspace is as following:
Define a new control output
Eq. (9) can be rewritten in scalar format:
Choose Lyapunov function as:
The following theorem was proved 9 with this Lyanpunov function.
Theorem 1 For the nonlinear system Eq. (3), sliding manifold Eq. (6) is asymptotically stable by employing the following feedback control:
ρ i are small positive values.
III.B. Robustness of Sliding Mode Dynamic Inversion Control
To access the robustness of the sliding mode dynamic inversion control, the vector-function Ψ(x, t) and the control distribution matrix E(x) in Eq. (9) are rewritten in the following format:
where Ψ 0 (x, t) and E 0 (x) are the normal value of Ψ(x, t) and E(x), while ∆Ψ(x, t) and ∆E(x) are bounded uncertain vector and matrix. ∆Ψ(x, t) is caused by modeling error of system dynamics or stuck fault and ∆E(x) is caused by modeling error of control distribution or partial loss fault. Define:
Assumption 3 The normal value of control gain distribution has the following properties,
Assumption 4 The uncertainty of control gain distribution meets the following bounds:
With this assumption, from Gershgorin theorem 4 the matrix D(x) is positive definite.
Assumption 5 The uncertainty of system dynamics meets the following bounds:
Substitute the control output Eq. (28) with normal values
Take the derivative of this function:
Considering robustness of the control system, Theorem 1 becomes the following theorem. 
IV. Sliding Mode Reconfigurable Control
From the robustness analysis of the method in Section III we can see the method can accommodate partial loss fault and modeling errors. But the method can not accommodate the fault when the actuator lose effectiveness totally. For stuck and floating faults, they can be seen as kinds of faults that lose effectiveness totally, and to be worse to add uncertainty in the system dynamics. In this section, we will develop a method that can deal with those kinds of faults that actuator loss effectiveness partially or totally.
Rewrite the companion format Eq. (4) into the format of Eq. (1), i.e., rewrite E(x)u:
where E c (x), E r (x) are the control input distribution of regular actuators and redundant actuators; E c0 (x), E r0 (x) are the normal value of control input distribution of regular actuators and redundant actuators; ∆E c (x), ∆E r (x) are the bounded uncertain matrix of the normal control input distribution of regular actuators and redundant actuators.
Assumption 6 It is assumed that the effectiveness of the regular actuators
can be got from fault detection and identification block or from certain sensors. w ci = 1 means there is no fault in the regular actuator, w ci = 0 means totally lost of the regular actuator and the value between 1 and 0 means there is partial loss fault in the regular actuator.
With this effectiveness of the regular actuators, Eq. (25) can be rewritten as:
We have the following theorem for the sliding mode reconfigurable controller that can accommodate partial loss and totally loss of regular actuator.
Theorem 3 For the nonlinear system Eq. (3), sliding manifold Eq. (6) is asymptotically stable by employing the following feedback control
even when there are partial loss fault or total failure in regular actuator.
Proof: Choose Lyapunov function as
Assumption 7 The uncertainty of control gain distribution meets the following bounds:
With Assumption 6 we have:
This leads to:
which means D c is positive definite from Gershgorin Theorem. Derive the Lyapunov function Eq. (29):
Make assumption on the bounds of uncertainty as following.
Assumption 8 The uncertainty of system dynamics meets the following bounds:
where L ci , ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , m are some positive constants.
Choose the design parameter as:
Then the derivative of V meets:V
The theorem was proved.
V. Nonlinear Longitudinal Model of Boeing 747
The full nonlinear equations of the Boeing 747 longitudinal motion are derived over the up-and-away flight regime: 
The aerodynamic coefficients and their derivatives are calculated from the look-up tables. 3 To make it simple the thrust generated by four engines is described by "4T" using one variable and also the four elevators are described as variable δ e for simplicity. These mean:
An approximated fitted nonlinear longitudinal model of Boeing 747 was derived by fitting the the aerodynamic coefficients as polynomial functions of angle of attack and velocity for level flight over the flight envelope.
7 This model is used in the synthesization of the controller. The approximated fitted aerodynamic coefficients are given as following:
The trim point is: α trim = 0.0162rad, q trim = 0rad/s, V T AStrim = 230m/s, θ trim = 0.0162rad, h trim = 7000m, δ etrim = 0
• , σ trim = 0.0128rad, T trim = 41631N . Putting all the coefficients into the nonlinear longitudinal model, we can get a fitted approximate nonlinear
where f (x, t) is the corresponding items in Eq. (34) plus trim point effect of T . E c and E r are scalar control input distributions of elevator and stabilizer. δ e is the deflection of elevator, and σ is the deflection of stabilizer. Since we have one regular and one redundant actuators, there is one design parameter ρ in Eq. (32). Eq. (48) is second order system, so there is one design parameter in sliding surface, λ.
VI. Simulation and Evaluation
The longitudinal motion is considered to track a pitch angle command θ d with partial loss and total loss of elevator control effectiveness. The control was synthesized with the fitted approximate model Eq. (48) and the simulation was carried out on the nonlinear longitudinal model Eq. (33-37) .
The reference signals come from the prefilter:
where θ changes from 0 to 0.1rad at 5 second, and goes back to 0 at 10 second, then changes to -0.1rad at 15 seconds,and goes back to 0 at 20 seconds. The switching surface is chosen as:
Choose λ = 3, ρ = 0.02 in the sliding mode reconfigurable control algorithm. Simulation results are shown in Figure 1 -3. Four situations are simulated: normal situation, 50% partial loss fault situation, 90% partial loss fault situation and total failure situation. Boeing 747. Figure 2 shows the synthesized control output of elevator and Figure 3 shows the synthesized control output of stabilizer.
The simulation results shows that, with this sliding mode reconfigurable control method, the aircraft can track the pitch angle command profile with small tracking error even when there is partial loss or total loss of elevator fault.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A sliding mode reconfigurable control algorithm is developed to accommodate partial loss and/or stuck actuator faults assumed that the effectiveness of the regular actuator can be got from fault detection and identification block or certain sensors. This algorithm is effective in normal situation, partial fault situation and total failure situation. It can also be expanded to stuck and floating faults. The stability is proved using Lyapunov method. The simulation shows the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
